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Objective: The aim of this study was to describe, using video analysis, the mechanisms of head injuries and of incidents with a high risk of head injury in elite football.

Methods: Videotapes and injury information were collected prospectively for 313 of the 409 matches played in the Norwegian (2000 season) and Icelandic (1999 and 2000 season) professional leagues. Video recordings of incidents where a player appeared to be hit in the head and the match was consequently interrupted by the referee were analysed and cross referenced with reports of acute time loss injuries from the team medical staff.

Results: The video analysis revealed 192 incidents (18.8 per 1000 player hours). Of the 297 acute injuries reported, 17 (6%) were head injuries, which corresponds to an incidence of 1.7 per 1000 player hours (concussion incidence 0.5 per 1000 player hours). The most common playing action was a heading duel with 112 cases (58%). The body part that hit the injured player’s head was the elbow/arm/hand in 79 cases (41%), the head in 62 cases (32%), and the foot in 25 cases (13%). In 67 of the elbow/arm/hand impacts, the upper arm of the player causing the incident was at or above shoulder level, and the arm use was considered to be active in 61 incidents (77%) and intentional in 16 incidents (20%).

Conclusions: This study suggests that video analysis provides detailed information about the mechanisms for head injuries in football. The most frequent injury mechanism was elbow to head contact, followed by head to head contact in heading duels. In the majority of the elbow to head incidents, the elbow was used actively at or above shoulder level, and stricter rule enforcement or even changes in the laws of the game concerning elbow use should perhaps be considered, in order to reduce the risk of head injury.
Mechanisms of head injuries in football

Video recordings from 313 matches of 409 regular league or cup matches (77%), 174/182 (league matches only) in Norway (96%) and 139/227 (61%) in Iceland were available from the television companies. Of these matches, 296 were covered in full, whereas in 17 matches the tapes covered 73 minutes on average (range 36 to 87). This corresponds to a total of 464.5 match hours, or 10,219 player hours.

The tapes were reviewed to identify incidents where the player appeared to be hit in the head, the match was interrupted by the referee, and one or more players were lying down on the pitch for more than 15 s. In addition, the player(s) had to appear to be in pain or receive medical treatment.

The incidents, including the entire playing sequence leading up to each of them, were transferred to a master videotape for further analysis. Each recording was edited to include three sequences: the entire playing situation including the play leading up to the injury at normal speed, a repeat of the injury at near maximum speed, and a slow motion close-up of the point of impact.

The medical staff of each club collected the injury information on all acute injuries that occurred during the season. An injury was recorded if the player was unable to practice football normally or play matches for 1–7 days, moderate if absent for 8–21 days, and severe if absent for >21 days. All players with an A squad contract were covered by the injury registration. A standardised injury questionnaire was used and reports were collected on a monthly basis. The form included information on the date of injury, as well as the approximate time during the match that the injury occurred. The injury location was registered and injuries classified as contusions, sprains, strains, fractures, or lacerations. Each injury received a specific diagnosis using Orchard codes.

Each incident identified on the videotapes was cross-referenced with the reports of head injuries from the team medical staff, and the original tapes were re-examined to find any head injuries that had not been identified in the first video review. The master videotape with all of the head incidents was analysed independently by three of us (TEA, LE, and RB), who are experienced specialists in sports medicine. Disagreements were discussed in a consensus meeting, where the video recordings were re-evaluated and a final decision was made.

A specific questionnaire was developed to describe the injury mechanism and the events leading up to the head injury. The variables used in the questionnaire were defined as follows: (a) the number of players involved in the incident (one, two, or three or more); (b) if more than one player was involved, were they team mates, opponents, or both; (c) type of playing action: heading duel, hit by the ball, kicked by opponent or team mate, running duel, tackling duel, positioning/forechecking, goalkeeping, or other; (d) what object hit the head: head, elbow, arm/hand, foot, knee, ball, shoulder, ground, goalpost, or other; (e) if the elbow or arm/hand hit the head, was it a high kick or had the injured player been bending down; (f) the point of impact: face, forehead, side of the head, back of the head, or cervical spine; and (i) for head to head heading duels, the relative horizontal speed of the colliding players; very high (both players moved at maximum or near maximum speed), high (one of the players moved at maximum speed, the other player was jogging), moderate (both players were jogging or one near maximum, the other moving slowly or standing still), or low (one or both players were standing, or one jogging or standing still).

Statistics

Differences in rates between Norway and Iceland were assessed using a Poisson regression model with indicator for country as independent variable and number of injuries or incidents as dependent variable. Differences in proportion of point of impact between two body parts were tested by χ² test without any adjustments for multiple comparisons.

RESULTS

Incidents and injuries

During the 313 matches available on video (174 from the Norwegian professional league and 139 from the Icelandic elite division), 192 head incidents were recorded (124 from Norway and 68 from Iceland), a total of 18.8 per 1000 player hours (22.0 per 1000 player hours in Norway and 14.8 in Iceland, p = 0.009). Of the 297 acute time loss injuries reported, 17 (6%) were head injuries (11 from Norway and six from Iceland; non-significant), which corresponds to an incidence of 1.7 per 1000 player hours (2.0 per 1000 player hours in Norway and 1.3 in Iceland; non-significant). When comparing the ratios of the head injuries to head incidents between the two countries, Iceland had rates 2.15 times higher than Norway (p<0.0001).

Of the 17 head injuries reported, 16 were identified on the videotapes (10 from Norway and six from Iceland). Of the 16 head injuries identified on video, five were classified as concussions (0.5 per 1000 player hours), two as nasal fractures, two as mandibular fractures, four as lacerations to the head or the face, one as a contusion, and three as muscular strains to the neck. The one injury not identified on video was a muscular strain to the neck. One of the facial fractures and one of the lacerations also resulted in injuries to the teeth. Eleven injuries were classified as minor, two as moderate, and three as serious.

Video analysis

The video analysis revealed 192 incidents involving head contact. In these incidents the most common playing action 9112 cases (58%) was a heading duel (fig 1). The opponent body part that most often hit the injured player was the elbow (66 incidents; 34%), and in addition 13 cases were...
caused by contact with the arm or hand (7%) and four cases by the shoulder (2%) (fig 2). In other words, a total of 83 cases (43%) were caused by impact from the upper extremity. The point of impact on the head was the face in 57% of the cases, the back of the head in 22%, the side of the head in 13%, and the forehead in 6% (table 1). The point of impact was different between head and elbow incidents (p<0.01). In addition, the point of impact was different between head incidents and the other modes (elbow, arm/hand, foot, and ball; all p<0.001).

Elbow, arm, or hand to head incidents
In 79 of the incidents (five injuries) the primary mechanism was a blow from the elbow (66) or the arm/hand (13) to the head (fig 3). Of these, in 39 cases (49%) the arm of the player causing the incident was above shoulder level and in 28 cases (35%) it was at shoulder level. The use of the elbow was considered to be active in 61 of these incidents (77%), and 16 incidents were assessed to be intentional strikes (20%). The point of impact of the elbow or arm/hand on the head was the face (73%) in 58 cases, the back of the head (15%) in 12, and the side of the head in 8 cases. Only one player was hit in the forehead.

In 53 (67%) of these incidents the decision made by the referee was “no foul”, while a free kick for the exposed player was awarded in 21 of the cases (fig 4). Of the free kicks awarded, four resulted in a yellow card and four in a red card. Of the five injuries occurring from blows by the elbow, arm, or hand, there was one concussion, one mandibular fracture, one facial laceration, and one neck muscle strain. Three of the injuries were minor, one was moderate, and one serious.

Head to head incidents
In 62 of the incidents (five injuries) the primary mechanism was head to head contact (fig 5). The point of impact on the injured player was the back of the head in 22 of the cases (35%), the face in 19 (31%), the side of the head in 15 (24%), and the forehead in 6 (10%). The relative horizontal speed of the players in the 62 head to head incidents was low in 44 cases (71%) and moderate in 16 cases (26%). The relative speed was high in only two of the head to head incidents.

The decision made by the referee was “no foul” in 44 cases (71%), and in 12 cases (20%) a free kick for the exposed player was awarded. None of the free kicks resulted in a yellow or red card. Of the five injuries there was one concussion, two contusions, and two lacerations, all of them minor.

Foot to head incidents
In 25 of the incidents (3 injuries) the primary mechanism was a kick to the head (fig 6). A “high kick” was the cause in 10 cases (40%), while the injured player had bent down in five incidents. The point of impact on the head was the face (68%) in 17 cases, the forehead in four, and the back of the head in four cases.

**Table 1**
The body part of the opponent hitting the exposed player versus the point of impact on the head (n = 192 head incidents and 16 injuries)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Body part</th>
<th>Part of the head hit</th>
<th>Back of the head</th>
<th>Side of the head</th>
<th>Forehead</th>
<th>Unknown</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head</td>
<td>19 (-)</td>
<td>22 (3)</td>
<td>15 (1)</td>
<td>6 (1)</td>
<td>- (-)</td>
<td>62 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoulder</td>
<td>3 (-)</td>
<td>- (-)</td>
<td>1 (-)</td>
<td>- (-)</td>
<td>- (-)</td>
<td>4 (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elbow</td>
<td>49 (3)</td>
<td>10 (-)</td>
<td>6 (-)</td>
<td>1 (-)</td>
<td>- (-)</td>
<td>66 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm/hand</td>
<td>9 (2)</td>
<td>2 (-)</td>
<td>- (-)</td>
<td>- (-)</td>
<td>13 (2)</td>
<td>13 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee</td>
<td>3 (1)</td>
<td>1 (-)</td>
<td>1 (-)</td>
<td>- (-)</td>
<td>- (-)</td>
<td>5 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foot</td>
<td>17 (3)</td>
<td>4 (-)</td>
<td>- (-)</td>
<td>4 (-)</td>
<td>- (-)</td>
<td>25 (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ball</td>
<td>9 (-)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>- (-)</td>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>- (-)</td>
<td>11 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
<td>- (-)</td>
<td>2 (-)</td>
<td>- (-)</td>
<td>1 (-)</td>
<td>3 (-)</td>
<td>6 (-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>- (-)</td>
<td>- (-)</td>
<td>- (-)</td>
<td>3 (1)</td>
<td>3 (1)</td>
<td>3 (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>109 (9)</td>
<td>42 (4)</td>
<td>25 (1)</td>
<td>12 (1)</td>
<td>4 (1)</td>
<td>192 (16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Numbers in parentheses are number of injuries.
The referee’s decision was “no foul” in 14 cases (56%), while a free kick for the exposed player was awarded in eight. Of the free kicks awarded, two resulted in a yellow card and one in a red card. Three injuries occurred from foot to head incidents: one nasal fracture, one mandibular fracture, and one contusion. Two injuries were classified as moderate and one as serious.

Goalkeeper incidents
In 20 (10%) of the incidents, the primary mechanism was involvement by the goalkeeper. Of these, the goalkeeper was the exposed player in nine cases, two of which resulted in an injury. The referee’s decision was “no foul” in 15 (75%) of the incidents and in five cases a free kick for the exposed player was awarded. None of the free kicks resulted in either a yellow or a red card. Two injuries occurred, one concussion and one mandibular fracture; both were classified as serious.

DISCUSSION
The aim of this study was to analyse the mechanisms of head injuries in Norwegian and Icelandic elite football based on video tapes of match incidents. The main findings were that 58% of the incidents resulted from heading duels, and that 41% of the cases were impacts from the arm, elbow, or hand, while 33% were head to head impacts. Moreover, in the majority of the elbow incidents, the arm was at or above shoulder level and considered to be used actively or intentional in nearly all cases. Despite this, fouls were called in only one third of the cases.

Methodological considerations
When interpreting the results of the present study, some limitations must be borne in mind. Firstly, the diagnosis and grading of brain injury was based on reports by the team medical personnel. Under Scandinavian medical practice, diagnosis of brain injury is reserved for cases where a player suffers from loss of consciousness or retrograde amnesia. Diagnosing brain injury has always been a challenge for clinicians and to date there is no universal agreement on the standard definition or nature of concussion.35 36 However, recently the first steps towards guidelines for the diagnosis and management of the athletes who suffer concussive injuries have been taken.37 According to these guidelines, concussion may be caused either by a direct blow to the head or by a blow elsewhere on the body with an ‘impulsive’ force transmitted to the head, resulting in an immediate and short lived functional disturbance of neurological function and a graded set of clinical syndromes that may or may not involve loss of consciousness. This means that some of the facial fractures, lacerations, and even contusions to the neck in this study may also have lead to an unrecognised concussive injury. It is therefore reasonable to assume that concussive injuries have been under-reported in the present study and that several more may be hidden among the head incidents that were not classified as time loss injuries. This can be verified from some of the video recordings where the player(s) appear to have sustained a mild brain injury, but an injury was not reported because the player either continued to play or practised as normal the following day. In a recent retrospective study by Delaney et al,20 only about one in five football players realised that they had suffered a concussion. Our incidence of concussions therefore represents a minimum estimate; the true incidence of mild brain injury with transient cognitive impairment may be several times higher.

Secondly, the assessment of the videos was subjective and qualitative, and in some cases based on tapes with less than optimal quality and a limited number of available camera views. Nevertheless, the number of head incidents was relatively large, and the analysis revealed distinct patterns and detailed information on the mechanisms for head injuries in football. Furthermore, all but one of the head injuries reported by the medical staff were identified on video. Even keeping these limitations in mind, a systematic analysis of injury situations from video would seem to be the obvious approach towards a more detailed understanding of
the relationship between heading, head injury, and cognitive deficits, it is important to learn more about head impacts during the football—that is, actual impacts of a ball on the head, exposure to heading at different competitive levels and age groups, and concussive injury rates. It is also necessary to conduct longitudinal studies focusing on exposure to heading, head injury, and cognition, as well as potential confounding factors such as alcohol and drug consumption and head injuries outside football. Furthermore, the specific mechanisms for head incidents and injuries in football need to be described in detail in order to establish targeted preventive measures.

The present video analysis clearly shows that the primary mechanism of head injury during matches in elite football is a contact mechanism between two opposing players occurring in a heading duel, rather than purposeful headings. In addition, the mechanism most often involves arm to head or head to head contact. This result contrasts somewhat with a prospective study on collegiate men and women, in which head to head contact dominated. Furthermore, the specific mechanisms for head injuries in football, whereas we found that these mechanisms are infrequent. Furthermore, situations where the players are hit in their head by the ball are also rare.

The present study showed a difference between the location and mode of impact. In head to head incidents, the location of impact was most commonly the side or the back of the head, whereas for elbow, arm, or hand to head incidents, foot to head incidents, and ball to head incidents, the face was the location most prone to impact. Moreover, impact to the forehead resulted in very few incidents regardless of the mode of impact. As discussed below, these findings are important when considering the potential of preventive headgear.

Elbow, arm, and hand contact to the head was the most common mechanism observed (fig 7). This is in contrast with findings from English professional football, showing that only in 1% of the match injuries was use of the elbow the injury mechanism. Furthermore, in most of the cases we observed, the elbow was used actively at or above shoulder level, possibly to fend off the opponent and get in position to head the ball. Additionally, even if relatively few in number, the foot to head incidents have the potential of causing severe injuries to the face and head. This study demonstrates that almost half of the foot to head incidents were “high kicks”, where the point of impact was the face in the majority of the cases.

When comparing the results from Norway and Iceland, there are some differences in the frequency of head injuries and incidents. Fever head incidents occurred in Iceland, and the ratio of injuries to incidents was twice as high. We have no explanation for this. However, the detailed analyses of each incident and injury situation revealed no difference in the injury mechanisms between the two countries (see figs 1–3). This is significant, as it suggests that the results may be valid for club soccer more in general, and not just a result of a particular style of play in one country.

Prevention of head injuries
Head incidents accounted for 27% of the total number of incidents and 6% of the injuries in the present study. Next to tackling duels, heading duels cause most incidents and injuries in professional football, both in the defending and attacking playing phases. Although it should be acknowledged that this is in contrast to the figures from English professional football, which show that only 1% of the competition injuries occurred in heading duels, the present...
data suggest that priority should be given to preventing head injuries.

In response to the concern that participation in football can lead to brain impairment, several manufacturers have developed headgear for football. Among North American youth football players, helmets and headbands have been used, but one experimental test of headbands showed little ability to attenuate the impact while heading a football ball. The present study shows that purposeful heading of the ball was not a cause of incidents and injuries. Moreover, in the majority of the cases, the point of impact was the face, and it is highly unlikely that headgear devices would be able to prevent these injuries.

Based on the current results, the most promising strategy to reduce head injury risk would appear to be discouraging elbow and arm use in heading duels. Although some of the elbow to head incidents led to free kicks, and a few of these even to a yellow or red card, in nearly 70% of these incidents the decision made by the referee was no foul. Our analysis also showed that 20% of the elbow to head incidents involved what appeared to be intentional strikes with the arm or elbow. Elbow use in football has been a focus among referees for some time, but this focus has mainly been directed at playing situations with a high risk of injury. Elbow use in football is a focus among referees for some time, but this focus has mainly been directed at playing situations with a high risk of injury. Elbow use in football has been a focus among referees for some time, but this focus has mainly been directed at playing situations with a high risk of injury.

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC

- Purposeful heading is an important part of the game of football.
- Head injuries occur as a result of impact to the head or face and heading alone does not seem to cause brain injury.
- The main mechanisms for head injuries based on retrospective player interviews have previously been assumed to be head to head contact.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS

- A thorough video analysis reveals that heading duels are common in football and that many of these lead to situations with a high risk of injury.
- The two most frequent head incident mechanisms in elite football were elbow to head and head to head contact in heading duels.
- More than 40% of the head injuries are caused by impact by elbow, arm or hand.
- In the majority of the elbow to head incidents, the elbow was used actively or intentionally at or above shoulder level.
- Although the arm was used actively in 77% of these cases, no foul was usually called.
- Stricter enforcement of the rules of the game or rule changes concerning elbow use may be considered to reduce the risk of head injury in football.

CONCLUSIONS

This study shows that video analysis can be used to provide detailed information about the mechanisms for head injuries in football. The two most frequent injury mechanisms were elbow to head and head to head contacts in heading duels. In the majority of the elbow to head incidents, the elbow was used actively or intentionally at or above shoulder level. This face is the main point of impact in head incidents in elite and professional football. Stricter rule enforcement or even changes in the laws of the game concerning elbow use may be considered to reduce the risk of head injury in football.
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